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As a fundamental way for Multinational Enterprises to maximum group 
profit and evade taxation internationally, Transfer Pricing is of great significance 
to any related enterprise and nation. Transfer Pricing Method lies in the core of 
Transfer Pricing taxation regime. Due to its weakness as well as the complexity of 
practical related transactions, the traditional methods, long considered to be the 
most direct means of establishing whether conditions in the commercial and 
financial relations between associated enterprises are arm's length, are found to be 
losing their applicability. Therefore, nations are turning to Transactional Profit 
Methods. 
The legislation of Transactional Profit Methods began with the United States 
that stipulated “Other Methods” in its Internal Revenue Code in the 1960s. 
Transactional Profit Methods, after continuous development of nearly half a 
century, have become an important part of the tax system of almost all nations. 
The application of Transactional Profit Methods has extended to a scope even 
more extensive than traditional methods, their status as the methods of the last 
resort constantly weakened. Transactional Profit Methods review the profits 
resulting from the controlled transactions, adjust the taxable income and embody 
the Arm’s Length Principle with reasonable profits. Transactional Profit Methods 
may be applied in conjunction with a traditional method or as a sanity check, and 
should be applied in accordance with the requirements for comparability and for 
the collection of information. The three methods of transactional profits, namely 
Profit Split Method, Transactional Net Margin and Comparable Profit Method, 
respectively have their distinct features and conditions for application. The choice 
of methods depends on the circumstances and fact of the case. 
With unremitting endeavor and effort, legislation of Transactional Profit 
Methods in China has been tremendously improved and theoretically stands 














Enterprise Income Tax Law of the People’s Republic of China, together with its 
implementation regulation in 2008 shows the enormous progress China has made 
in the legislation of Transactional Profit Methods. Nevertheless, there exist 
problems in many aspects that need further improvement. 
The first chapter of this essay discusses the concept of Transactional Profit 
Methods, history of development, conditions for their application and their status 
as the methods of the last resort. The second chapter is on the three transactional 
profit methods. It discusses the concept, application of the three methods and 
analyses their respective strengths and weakness. The last chapter discusses the 
evolution of legislation of Transactional Profit Methods system in China, its 
defects, and correspondently raises some suggestion for future improvement. 
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联交易”，Related Transaction 或“公司内部交易”，Intrafirm Transaction）
时，往往利用关联关系，做出特殊安排，确定转让价格（Transfer Price）。该
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利用转让定价在跨国关联企业间进行收入和费用的分配以及利润的转
移，是跨国企业进行国际避税常用的一种手段。安永会计师事务所 2008 年对
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③OECD 在 1994 年《转让定价指南》中将以利
润为基础的方法称为“利润方法”（Profit Methods），在 1995 年正式文本中



















财政部制定的《国内收入法典》第 482 条实施细则（Internal Revenue Code 
Section 482 Regulation , 以下称 U.S. Rugs. §1.482 或者美国转让定价实施细
则）没有采用交易净利润法，而是规定了利润分割法和另一种与颇受争议的
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OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs[R]. Paris: OECD, 1996. Glossary. 
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④ 同本页注①，第 3.1.段。 
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